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European Valuation Practice - A. Adair 2013-03-07
The variability of valuation practice within Europe is perceived as a problem within the globalization of
property. This edited textbook examines the practice of real estate valuation in selected countries in
Europe. The focus is on countries with well developed real estate markets in which both international and
indigenous investors are active. The book is aimed at real estate professionals, financiers, institutional
advisers, property researchers and students who require a greater understanding of comparative property
appraisal techniques applied across Europe.
Real Estate Investment - Andrew Baum 2015-05-20
Real Estate Investment: A Strategic Approach provides a unique introduction to both the theory and
practice of real estate investing, and examines the international real estate investment industry as it reacts
to the global financial crisis. Andrew Baum outlines the market and the players who dominate it; the
investment process; the vehicles available for investment; and a suggested approach to global portfolio
construction. The book contains many useful features for students including discussion questions, a full
further reading list and case studies drawing on international examples from the UK, continental Europe,
the USA and Asia. Ideal for undergraduate and postgraduate students on all real estate and property
courses and related business studies and finance courses, Real Estate Investment is designed to provide a
foundation for the next generation of investment managers, advisers and analysts. Further resources for
lecturers and students are available at: www.routledge.com/cw/baum
Real Estate Investment and Finance - David Hartzell 2021-01-05
The fully revised and updated version of the leading textbook on real estate investment, emphasising real
estate cycles and the availability and flow of global capital Real Estate Investment remains the most
influential textbook on the subject, used in top-tier colleges and universities worldwide. Its unique,
practical perspective on international real estate investment focusses on real-world techniques which
measure, benchmark, forecast and manage property investments as an asset class. The text examines
global property markets and real estate cycles, outlines market fundamentals and explains asset pricing
and portfolio theory in the context of real estate. In the years since the text’s first publication, conditions in
global real estate markets have changed considerably following the financial crisis of 2008-2009. Real
estate asset prices have increased past pre-crisis levels, signalling a general market recovery. Previously
scarce debt and equity capital is now abundant, while many institutions once averse to acquiring property
are re-entering the markets. The latest edition – extensively revised and updated to address current market
trends and practices as well as reflect feedback from instructors and students – features new content on
real estate development, improved practical examples, expanded case studies and more. This seminal
textbook: Emphasises practical solutions to real investing problems rather than complex theory Offers
substantial new and revised content throughout the text Covers topics such as valuation, leasing,
mortgages, real estate funds, underwriting and private and public equity real estate Features up-to-date
sections on performance measurement, real estate debt markets and building and managing real estate
portfolios Includes access to a re-designed companion website containing numerous problems and
solutions, presentation slides and additional instructor and student resources Written by internationallyrecognised experts in capital management and institutional property investing strategies, Real Estate
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Investment, Second Edition: Strategies, Structures, Decisions is an indispensable textbook for instructors
and students of real estate fund management, investment management and investment banking, as well as
a valuable reference text for analysts, researchers, investment managers, investment bankers and asset
managers.
Property Valuation Techniques - David Isaac 2013-06-14
The third edition of this popular textbook offers a comprehensive and student-friendly exploration of the
application of property valuation and appraisal techniques. Thoroughly revised and re-structured, it covers
topics including risk, residential lease extensions, enfranchisement and cash flows. The text explain the
theory concisely but at the same time seeks to show the application of different techniques in the contexts
which are often encountered in practice. Detailed yet accessible, Property Valuation Techniques is ideal
reading both for second and third year undergraduates; for postgraduates, both those new to the subject
and those looking to extend their knowledge; and for practitioners who are not valuers but require some
familiarity with the vocabulary, principles and application of the valuation toolkit or who are looking to
refresh and develop their understanding of property valuation. New to this Edition: - Provides more
material on sustainability in relation to property value - Revised and extended learning features and more
worked examples to make the book even more user-friendly
Property Valuation and Market Cycle - Maurizio d'Amato 2022-09-28
This book discusses the role of the property market cycle in real estate valuation. Challenging traditional
property valuation methods that rely on current market conditions and economic trends, this book argues
for a re-evaluation of the relationship between property valuation and cycles in property markets. The book
is divided into two parts. The first part gathers research on property market cycle analysis and the delicate
problems dealing with property market information including the development of the real estate market
index, appraisal bias, and the use of time series in plotting the market cycle. The second part proposes
several possible modifications to the traditional income approach methodologies, including cyclical
capitalization and the hedonic price method. Furthermore, this part also addresses the need for
amendments to current s property valuation standards and institutional regulations. Written by an
international cross-section of expert voices in market cycles and property valuation, the book is a
comprehensive resource for any researcher or upper-level student studying economic volatility.
Commercial Property Valuation - Giacomo Morri 2019-07-09
A practical guide to the best approaches for commercial real estate value assessment Commercial Property
Valuation provides a comprehensive examination of principles and methods of determining the accurate
value of commercial assets. This invaluable resource covers all key elements of commercial property
valuation, including valuation queries, real estate report structure, market analysis, capitalization and
discount rates estimation, and more. This book details the economic characteristics unique to commercial
property and illustrates property-specific risk factors and mitigation strategies. Drawing from years of
professional and academic experience, the authors provide accurate information on multiple valuation
approaches suitable for commercial real estate such as sales comparison, income capitalization and
residual land value. Favoring real-world practicality over complex formulas, this book provides a powerful
set of tools to assist readers in selecting and applying the best valuation approach to various situations.
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Actual case studies of office buildings, hotels, high street retails, and residential developments allow
readers to understand and apply appropriate valuation methodologies. Commercial property is a major
investment class that offers abundant opportunities but poses unique risks. Thorough and inclusive
knowledge is essential to success in this complex and competitive sector of real estate. This book provides
expert coverage of critical topics allowing readers to: Identify the unique economic characteristics and
potential risks of commercial real estate valuation and investment Focus on methods specific to commercial
real estate valuation Learn how to select and apply the appropriate valuation method in a variety of
scenarios Access sample Excel spreadsheets and ancillary online resources including slides and useful
Internet links Commercial Property Valuation is an essential resource for investors, appraisers, consultants,
accountants, and students in real estate courses.
Global Real Estate Investment Trusts - David Parker 2012-02-01
As real estate investment trusts continue to grow exponentially in Asia and Europe - being already well
established in the USA and Australasia - a comprehensive guide to the issues involved in REIT property
investment decision making is badly needed. This book draws together the most recent developments in
REIT management from academic research and professional practice. It is based on current, original
academic research, including structured interviews with the managers of a wide range of different types of
REITs as well as the research and publications of others, together with the author's 25 years experience in
REIT management. It provides a theoretically robust and practically relevant up to date guide to the
property investment decision making process for REITs. Presenting new insights, the author breaks the
REIT property investment decision making process down into three phases comprising six stages with 30
sequential steps. Each chapter focuses on one stage of the property investment decision making process
and introduces the key people in the REIT management team relevant to the activities in that chapter. The
theory and principles are considered and illustrated by application to Super REIT, a $15bn diversified REIT.
Global Real Estate Investment Trusts: People, Process and Management fuses not only how REITs should
undertake property investment decision making - based on how it is undertaken and the underlying
property theory, capital market theory and finance theory - but also why each part of the decision making
process is important. This book provides the first sole-authored scholarly work specifically on REITs as a
business enterprise and REIT property investment decision making as an holistic and cyclical process. The
focus is on principles, making it relevant in each of the four major REIT markets around the world: USA,
Europe, Asia and Australasia. An essential book for REIT managers and all those practising professionals
involved in the REIT industry - including property practitioners, researchers, lawyers, accountants, bankers
and directors around the world.
Global Property Investment - Andrew E. Baum 2012-01-03
Developments in the sophistication of global real estate markets mean that global real estate investment is
now being executed professionally. Thanks to academic enquiry, professional analysis and entrepreneurial
activity, backed by the globalisation of all investment activity, there is now an available body of material
which forms the basis of this scholarly but practical summary of the new state of this art. The
measurement, benchmarking, forecasting and quantitative management techniques applied to property
investments are now compatible with those used in other asset classes, and advances in property research
have at last put the ongoing debate about the role of real estate onto a footing of solid evidence. The truly
global scope and authorship of this book is unique, and both authors here are singularly well qualified to
summarise the impact and likely future of global innovations in property research and fund management.
Between them, they have experienced three real estate crashes, and have observed at first hand the
creation of the real estate debt and equity instruments that led to the global crisis of 2008-9. Global
Property Investment: strategies, structure, decisions offers a unique perspective of the international real
estate investment industry with: a close focus on solutions to real life investment problems no excessive
theoretical padding a target of both students and professionals highly qualified dual-nationality authorship
With many cases, problems and solutions presented throughout the book, and a companion website used
for deeper analysis and slides presentations (see below), this is a key text for higher-level real estate
students on BSc, MSc, MPhil and MBA courses worldwide as well as for practising property professionals
worldwide in fund management, investment and asset management, banking and real estate advisory firms.
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Property Management - Mark Deakin 2017-03-02
Drawing upon a number of international property management projects, this book outlines the issues
underlying the development of property management. Addressing key topics such as value for money,
economy, efficiency and effectiveness, it focuses on corporate strategies and financial instruments of
property management. It examines how managers are responsible for developing the corporate strategies
and financial instruments required to provide a comprehensive appraisal of the land and buildings that
make up the built environment. It outlines a framework for analysis and provides a directory of the
environmental assessment methods currently available.
The Income Approach to Property Valuation - Andrew Baum 2017-12-22
A classic textbook that has guided generations of students through the intricacies of property valuation,
The Income Approach to Property Valuation remains a keen favourite amongst students and teachers alike.
This new edition has been thoroughly revised and updated to meet the increasingly international
perspectives of modern Real Estate students. The links between theory and practice are clearly
demonstrated throughout, with a range of new international case studies and practice-based examples. The
Income Approach to Property Valuation teaches readers: how to analyse market rents and sales prices to
derive market evidence to support an opinion of market value; the investment method of valuation and how
it is applied in practice; how specific legal factors can impact on market value when they interfere with
market forces; what the market and the profession may consider to be the 'right' methodology in today's
market place; and how to use spreadsheets in valuation. This extensively revised new edition is perfect both
for students on Real Estate courses worldwide and for professional candidates working towards their final
assessment of professional competence (APC) for the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors, needing to
demonstrate a valuation competence at levels 2 and 3.
Property Investment Appraisal - Andrew Baum 1988
Property Investment Appraisal - Andrew E. Baum 2021-01-06
Discover an insightful examination of the property investment appraisal process from leaders in the
industry This book explains the process of property investment appraisal: the process of estimating both the
most likely selling price (market value) and the worth of property investments to individuals or groups of
investors (investment value). Valuations are important. They are used as a surrogate for transactions in the
measurement of investment performance and they influence investors and other market operators when
transacting property. Valuations need to be trusted by their clients and valuers need to produce rational
and objective solutions. Appraisals of worth are even more important, as they help to determine the prices
that should be paid for assets, even in times of crisis, and they can indicate market under- or over-pricing.
In a style that makes the theory as well as the practice of valuation accessible to students and practitioners,
the authors provide a valuable critique of conventional valuation methods and argue for the adoption of
more contemporary cash-flow methods. They explain how such valuation models are constructed and give
useful examples throughout. They also show how these contemporary cash-flow methods connect market
valuations with rational appraisals. The UK property investment market has been through periods of both
boom and bust since the first edition of this text was produced in 1988. As a result, the book includes
examples generated by vastly different market states. Complex reversions, over-rented properties and
leaseholds are all fully examined by the authors. This Fourth Edition includes new material throughout,
including brand new chapters on development appraisals and bank lending valuations, heavily revised
sections on discounted cash flow models with extended examples, and on the measurement and analysis of
risk at an individual property asset level. The heart of the book remains the critical examination of market
valuation models, which no other book addresses in such detail.
Principles of Valuation - John Armatys 2013-10-11
An entry level introduction to valuation methodology, this book gives a straightforward narrative treatment
to the subject matter with a multitude of examples and illustrations, contained in an easy to read format.
There is a strong emphasis on the practical aspects of valuation, as well as on the principles and application
of the full range of valuation methods. This book will serve as an important text for students new to the
topic and experienced practitioners alike. Topics covered include: property ownership concepts of value the
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role of the valuer property inspection property markets and economics residential property prices and the
economy commercial and industrial property methods of valuation conventional freehold investment
valuations conventional leasehold investment valuations discounted cash flow contemporary growth explicit
methods of valuation principles of property investment.
Sustainable Urban Development: A toolkit for assessment - S. R. Curwell 2005
This book outlines the BEQUEST toolkit that provides the means by which to link the protocols with the
assessment methods currently available to evaluate the sustainability of urban development.
Real Estate Appraisal - Sarah Sayce 2009-02-11
The education of the real estate professional is changing andaligning itself more closely with the world of
business. This book takes a new approach to property appraisal by exploringthe pricing mechanism in this
changing context. It: * develops the notion of the pricing mechanism in relation toproperty * covers
practical issues of comparison and the real problems inapplying valuation theory * explores calculations including social and environmental worth- ignored in other texts As real estate professionals now advise
both on strategic andoperational aspects of built assets, they must take into accountpractices of other
investment markets and see investors ascompetitors to owner-occupiers. Both owner-occupiers and
investorshave to assess accurately how their buildings perform but also beaware of wider sustainability
issues, and social and environmentalresponsibilities. Real Estate Appraisal: from value to worth meets
these new demandsby examining the latest techniques of the marketplace; developingan understanding of
both market appraisal and worth; andhighlighting the emerging role of sustainability as a driver
fordecision-making in real estate. Written by a group of highly experienced lecturers andprofessionals at
the cutting edge of investment practice, the bookhas an accessible style and authoritative coverage, for
bothstudents and practitioners facing changes in established ways ofworking. For supporting material
please go towww.blackwellpublishing.com/sayce
Advanced Issues in Property Valuation - Hans Lind 2021-05-24
Discover an insightful new text covering advanced problems in real property valuation In Advanced Issues
in Property Valuation, real estate valuation experts and authors Hans Lind and Bo Nordlund provide a deep
understanding of the concepts, theories, methods and controversies in property valuation. The book
introduces readers to controversies and discussions in real estate valuation, including the relevance of
market value for valuation for lending purposes, how uncertainty in property valuations should be
interpreted, and the relationship between market value and fair value in financial reporting. Readers will
also benefit from the inclusion of: A thorough introduction to the concepts, theories, methods and problems
in real estate property valuation An exploration of the relevance of market value for valuation for lending
purposes A practical discussion of how uncertainty in property valuations should be interpreted A concise
treatment of the relationship between market value and fair value in financial reporting An examination of
how concerns about sustainability and other structural changes can affect property valuation Perfect for
graduate level students in courses involving valuation or real estate, Advanced Issues in Property Valuation
is also an excellent resource for real estate practitioners who wish to update and deepen their knowledge
about property valuation.
The Valuation of Property Investments - Nigel Enever 2014-11-13
The credit crunch has highlighted the fact that fully understanding property appraisal and valuation is more
critical than ever. With a long and reliable history, this new seventh edition covers all the major aspects of
valuing various types of investment property. Fully updated and revised, this edition tackles the problems
of inflation and growth, the equated rent principle and the special problems of short leaseholds,
reversionary investments and taxation implications. Separate sections are devoted to investment appraisal,
risk, investment strategy and computer and statistical aids.
Investment Property Valuation Today - Tim Havard 2013-10-08
First Published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Modern Methods of Valuation - David Mackmin 2012-11-27
The new and improved eleventh edition of this essential valuation textbook reflects the changes in the
property market since 2009, whilst presenting the tried and tested study of the principles governing the
valuation of land, houses and buildings of the previous editions. The eleventh edition is fully up-to-date with
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latest guidelines, statutes and case law, including the implications of the latest RICS Red Book and the
Localism Act. Its comprehensive coverage of the legal, economic and technical aspects of valuation make
this book a core text for most University and College Real Estate Programmes and to provide trainees (APC
Candidates) and practitioners with current and relevant guidance on the preparation of valuations for
statutory purposes. Over the twenty eight chapters, the author team of experienced valuation experts
present detailed accounts of the application of these principles to the everyday problems met in practice.
This new edition continues to be of excellent value to both students and practitioners alike as it provides
the reader with a clear understanding of the methods and techniques of valuation.
Property Investment - Martin Hoesli 2014-01-09
Property investment markets and applied property research are now recognised as an increasingly
important international phenomenon. Written by two of the most respected academics in the field, this
authoritative guide provides a fresh and much needed perspective on this important subject. The book
examines the unique characteristics of property investment within the context of other capital markets .
The emphasis is strongly on the application of analytical tools from other markets to help academics and
practitioners alike understand and apply the investment management of property with that of other asset
classes. The book is split into three parts, each focusing mainly on direct commercial property: The
characteristics of the various asset classes in the investment background The analyses necessary to develop
a property portfolio strategy An examination of property in a wider context This book will be invaluable to
all undergraduate and postgraduate students on property courses worldwide. It is also an essential tool to
understanding this complex and exciting field for students on finance, business and accountancy courses
which cover property. Its practical, applied approach means that the book will be a welcome addition to the
bookshelf of any researchers or investment managers with an interest in property.
Property Investment - David Isaac 2011-06-19
This textbook brings together three important aspects of property investment - strategies for investment,
markets and appraisal - and explains many difficult concepts in a readable and understandable way. The
authors outline the developments in investment and finance theory that have had such an impact on the
property investment sector. Concepts are explained with great clarity and worked examples are used to
elucidate key principles where possible. This book is ideal for modules taught on third year undergraduate
and postgraduate level in Property Investment, Property Funding, Property Management Estate
Management, Land Management, Planning and Development Studies, Land Economics, Real Estate (value
and management) and is also of interest to students of Architecture, Construction and Surveying. New to
this Edition: - Thoroughly updated to reflect changes in government policy on sustainability, assessing the
implications of sustainability for both residential and commercial property investment - Reflections on the
reverberations of the credit crunch, considering the extent to which risk reduction techniques can mitigate
against globally induced and volatile market swings - Greater prominence given to the growth of the buy-tolet market in residential property investment - A review of the key investment performance issues which
have arisen from the introduction of Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) - Includes more worked
examples and case studies
Property Finance - Giacomo Morri 2015-01-12
A unique, international approach to optimal real estate financing Property Finance is an authoritative guide
to both the financial and legal issues surrounding real estate financing. Unique in its exclusive focus on the
topic, this book builds from a solid theoretical foundation to provide practical tools and real-world solutions.
Beginning with a discussion of the general issues encountered in real estate finance from an international
perspective, the authors delve into country-specific information and set out the legal peculiarities of eight
important countries (Germany, France, Italy, Spain, China, India, England and Wales) by asking questions
of relevance to the leading local law firms specializing in real estate financing. The reader may thus
consider in greater depth the problems relating to any given country and compare and contrast the
positions under different legal systems. Examples with numerical calculations and contract excerpts
enhance the explanations presented, and are immediately followed by practical case studies that illustrate
the mechanisms at work. The companion website features downloadable spreadsheets used in the
examples, power point presentations, as well as real estate news and more. Property financing entails many
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sources of capital, including both debt and equity resources as well as hybrid forms like preferred equity
and mezzanine debt. Knowing how to work with these avenues is important to ensuring financial
sustainability in real estate assets. Property Finance covers the most common issues encountered, helping
readers prepare for and find a way around possible roadblocks. Consider the issues surrounding real estate
lending at an international level Compare and contrast the positions under different legal systems Develop
an international perspective on cash flows and financing agreements Use powerful tools to structure
financing and gauge its effects on property financing The success of a real estate investment is dependent
upon optimal financing, and a mere bird's eye view of the topic does not fully prepare investors for issues
ahead: Property Finance provides a knowledge-based approach to real estate investment, detailed
information and powerful tools.
European Convergence in Property Valuation - Robert Friedrich 2004-06-01
Inhaltsangabe:Abstract: The dissertation analyses whether or not and to what extent the managers of
German open-ended property funds see a necessity for amendments to the current German property
valuation standards in the context of an increasing demand for European convergence in valuation practice.
A critical review of the literature is structured in two chapters: (1) European valuation convergence; and (2)
legal background and valuation standards in Germany in a European context. Three main drivers for
European convergence have been identified, namely international investment, International Accounting
Standards (IAS) and the new Basel Capital Accord. The main standard setting organisations with a
European scope are the IVSC, TEGoVA and RICS. German standards are highly regulated by law (BauGB,
KAGG, WertV, WertR). However, the relevant valuation basis in Germany mainly complies with its
international counterpart. Three methods are outlined in the German standards (WertV), but additional
approaches are allowed according to the guidelines (WertR). Systematic differences could be identified
between the German investment method and relevant international approaches. The main German
specialities in this regard are separation of value for land and building, consideration of only one income
(sustainable long-term rent) and arriving at gross values. The Cost Approach is meaningless for the
valuation of open-ended funds. Alternative international approaches are Term & Reversion, Layer,
Equivalent Yield and DCF. 13 rating scale and 9 open-ended questions were extracted from the above
headings and were assessed by 8 managers of open-ended property funds. Further in depth information
could be gathered by semi-structured and unstructured interviews with 5 of these managers and 3 valuers.
The survey indicated that the German fund managers are quite satisfied with the German standards
(WertV) and only minor problems arise. A - 1 - European Convergence in Property Valuation: How do the
German Open-Ended Property Funds measure up? need for modification could not be identified. DCF is
used occasionally by fund managers, but the appropriateness for neutral valuations is seen with scepticism.
Traditional British direct capitalisation methods are unpopular in Germany. Problems arise with the
transparency in Germany due to data protection and sometimes with the qualification of German valuers.
The emergence of a two tier market (domestic and international) is [...]
Transience and Permanence in Urban Development - John Henneberry 2017-03-21
Temporary urban uses – innovative ways to transform cities or new means to old ends? The scale and
variety of temporary – or meanwhile or interim – urban uses and spaces has grown rapidly in response to
the dramatic increase in vacant and derelict land and buildings, particularly in post-industrial cities. To
some, this indicates that a paradigm shift in city making is underway. To others, alternative urbanism is
little more than a distraction that temporarily cloaks some of the negative outcomes of conventional urban
development. However, rigorous, theoretically informed criticism of temporary uses has been limited. The
book draws on international experience to address this shortcoming from the perspectives of the law,
sociology, human geography, urban studies, planning and real estate. It considers how time – and the way
that it is experienced – informs alternative perspectives on transience. It emphasises the importance, for
analysis, of the structural position of a temporary use in an urban system in spatial, temporal and sociocultural terms. It illustrates how this position is contingent upon circumstances. What may be deemed a
helpful and acceptable use to established institutions in one context may be seen as a problematic,
unacceptable use in another. What may be a challenging and fulfilling alternative use to its proponents may
lose its allure if it becomes successful in conventional terms. Conceptualisations of temporary uses are,
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therefore, mutable and the use of fixed or insufficiently differentiated frames of reference within which to
study them should be avoided. It then identifies the major challenges of transforming a temporary use into
a long-term use. These include the demands of regulatory compliance, financial requirements, levels of
expertise and so on. Finally, the potential impacts of policy on temporary uses, both inadvertent and
intended, are considered. The first substantive, critical review of temporary urban uses, Transience and
Permanence in Urban Development is essential reading for academics, policy makers, practitioners and
students of cities worldwide.
Property Investment Decisions - S. Hargitay 2003-09-02
The importance of property as an investment medium continues to grow. Investors in property or those
involved with the provision of expert advice to investors have had to improve the effectiveness and
efficiency of their decision making. The aim of this book is to lay down the theoretical foundations of
investment decision making, incorporating the techniques and procedures of modern management science,
so that particular decisions regarding property investment can be made efficiently and rationally.
The Valuation of Property Investments - Nigel Enever 2014-11-13
The credit crunch has highlighted the fact that fully understanding property appraisal and valuation is more
critical than ever. With a long and reliable history, this new seventh edition covers all the major aspects of
valuing various types of investment property. Fully updated and revised, this edition tackles the problems
of inflation and growth, the equated rent principle and the special problems of short leaseholds,
reversionary investments and taxation implications. Separate sections are devoted to investment appraisal,
risk, investment strategy and computer and statistical aids.
Hotels & Motels - Stephen Rushmore 2001-01-01
Introducing Property Valuation - Michael Blackledge 2016-09-13
This new edition of bestselling textbook Introducing Property Valuation provides students with a
comprehensive introduction to the concepts and methods of valuing real estate, helping them to progress
successfully from basic principles to a more sophisticated understanding. Taking a practically oriented
rather than purely theoretical approach, the textbook equips readers with the skills to undertake their own
valuation calculations. Fully updated to reflect recent developments in regulation and practice, experienced
tutor and valuer Michael Blackledge demonstrates how the principles can be applied in professional
practice in line with the requirements and guidance provided by the International Valuation Standards
Council and the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors. Online material accompanies the new edition
with Q&As and pre-programmed excel spreadsheets enabling students to prepare their own calculations.
The five traditional methods of valuation are outlined and the practical applications of the two main
approaches, the comparison and investment methods, are fully explored. The use of discounted cash flow
and quarterly in advance calculations, topics which are not always adequately covered elsewhere, are also
explained. Accessibly written with a full range of worked examples, case studies, clear chapter summaries
and extensive further reading suggestions, this book is essential for any student of real estate and its
valuation.
Property Investment and the Capital Markets - Gerald Roderick Brown 1991
Addresses various aspects of property investment and its relationship with the capital markets. Coverage
includes such topics as decision making, market efficiency, hedging against inflation, portfolio construction
and strategy, asset allocation and performance measurement.
The Economics of Commercial Property Markets - Michael Ball 2012-10-12
This new text provides a rigorous analysis of real estate markets. Three main sections cover:
microeconomics of property markets the macroeconomics of commercial property the financial economics
of property Global empirical examples illustrate the theories and issues. This often complex area is made
accessible: each chapter contains a boxed summary and questions for self-testing or discussion.
Evaluation of the Built Environment for Sustainability - Vicenzo Bentivegna 2003-09-02
Sustainability in the built environment is a major issue facing policy-makers, planners, developers and
designers in the UK, Europe and worldwide. The measuring of buildings and cities for sustainability
becomes increasingly important as pressure for green, sustainable development translates into policy and
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legislation. The problems of such measurement and evaluation are presented by the authors in
contributions which move from the general to the particular, e.g. from a general framework for an
environmentally sustainable form of urban development to a specific input-output model application to
environmental problems. The book is divided into three parts: the first covers city models and sustainable
systems - research programmes, environmental policies, green corporations and collaborative strategies to
make urban development more sustainable; part two discusses the problems of evaluating the built
environment in planning and construction, covering economic and environmental methods and
construction, development and regeneration processes; part three illustrates a number of applications
using different approaches and techniques and referring to a range of environmental aspects of the natural
and built environment, from maintaining historic buildings to transport management and air pollution
monitoring.
Real Estate Investment - Andrew Baum 2015-05-20
Real Estate Investment: A Strategic Approach provides a unique introduction to both the theory and
practice of real estate investing, and examines the international real estate investment industry as it reacts
to the global financial crisis. Andrew Baum outlines the market and the players who dominate it; the
investment process; the vehicles available for investment; and a suggested approach to global portfolio
construction. The book contains many useful features for students including discussion questions, a full
further reading list and case studies drawing on international examples from the UK, continental Europe,
the USA and Asia. Ideal for undergraduate and postgraduate students on all real estate and property
courses and related business studies and finance courses, Real Estate Investment is designed to provide a
foundation for the next generation of investment managers, advisers and analysts. Further resources for
lecturers and students are available at: www.routledge.com/cw/baum
Property Valuation - Peter Wyatt 2013-05-13
This new edition of the ‘all in one' textbook for thepostgraduate study of valuation on real estate courses
retains itsfocus on the valuation and appraisal of commercial and industrialproperty across investment,
development and occupier markets. It isstructured from the client perspective and coverssingle-asset
pricing, risk and return issues. The structure of the book has been substantially revised. Part Aintroduces
the key microeconomic principles, focussing on land as aresource, production functions, supply and
demand and pricedetermination. The locational aspect of real estate is alsointroduced. Macroeconomic
considerations are categorised bythe main market sectors (and their function); the market for
land(development), for space (occupation) and for money(investment). The economic context is set and the
author thenexplains why property valuations are required and discusses themain determinants of value and
how they might beidentified. The mathematics required to financially quantifyvalue determinants are also
introduced. Part B of the bookdescribes the methods of valuation; Part C applies these methods tothe
valuation of a range of property types for a wide variety ofpurposes; and Part D covers investment and
developmentappraisal. The author introduces valuation activities from a broad economicperspective,
setting valuation in its business finance context andcombining its academic and practical roots. Changes in
thissecond edition include: less daunting economics expanded companion website with PowerPoint slides
forlecturers, self-test Questions & Answers for students: see
ahref="http://www.wiley.com/go/wyattpropertyvaluation"www.wiley.com/go/wyattpropertyvaluation/a upto-date case studies and sample valuations reference to the newly-published Red Book (thevaluer’s bible)
Property Valuation with its user-friendly format, usingtried-and-tested teaching and learning devices and a
clear writingstyle, remains the core text for students on real estate, estatemanagement and land economy
degree courses, as well as forfast-track conversion courses for non-cognate graduates.
Property Investment Appraisal - Andrew E. Baum 2021-01-19
Discover an insightful examination of the property investment appraisal process from leaders in the
industry This book explains the process of property investment appraisal: the process of estimating both the
most likely selling price (market value) and the worth of property investments to individuals or groups of
investors (investment value). Valuations are important. They are used as a surrogate for transactions in the
measurement of investment performance and they influence investors and other market operators when
transacting property. Valuations need to be trusted by their clients and valuers need to produce rational
property-investment-appraisal-baum

and objective solutions. Appraisals of worth are even more important, as they help to determine the prices
that should be paid for assets, even in times of crisis, and they can indicate market under- or over-pricing.
In a style that makes the theory as well as the practice of valuation accessible to students and practitioners,
the authors provide a valuable critique of conventional valuation methods and argue for the adoption of
more contemporary cash-flow methods. They explain how such valuation models are constructed and give
useful examples throughout. They also show how these contemporary cash-flow methods connect market
valuations with rational appraisals. The UK property investment market has been through periods of both
boom and bust since the first edition of this text was produced in 1988. As a result, the book includes
examples generated by vastly different market states. Complex reversions, over-rented properties and
leaseholds are all fully examined by the authors. This Fourth Edition includes new material throughout,
including brand new chapters on development appraisals and bank lending valuations, heavily revised
sections on discounted cash flow models with extended examples, and on the measurement and analysis of
risk at an individual property asset level. The heart of the book remains the critical examination of market
valuation models, which no other book addresses in such detail.
Global Property Investment - Andrew E. Baum 2012-01-17
Developments in the sophistication of global real estate markets mean that global real estate investment is
now being executed professionally. Thanks to academic enquiry, professional analysis and entrepreneurial
activity, backed by the globalisation of all investment activity, there is now an available body of material
which forms the basis of this scholarly but practical summary of the new state of this art. The
measurement, benchmarking, forecasting and quantitative management techniques applied to property
investments are now compatible with those used in other asset classes, and advances in property research
have at last put the ongoing debate about the role of real estate onto a footing of solid evidence. The truly
global scope and authorship of this book is unique, and both authors here are singularly well qualified to
summarise the impact and likely future of global innovations in property research and fund management.
Between them, they have experienced three real estate crashes, and have observed at first hand the
creation of the real estate debt and equity instruments that led to the global crisis of 2008-9. Global
Property Investment: strategies, structure, decisions offers a unique perspective of the international real
estate investment industry with: a close focus on solutions to real life investment problems no excessive
theoretical padding a target of both students and professionals highly qualified dual-nationality authorship
With many cases, problems and solutions presented throughout the book, and a companion website used
for deeper analysis and slides presentations (see below), this is a key text for higher-level real estate
students on BSc, MSc, MPhil and MBA courses worldwide as well as for practising property professionals
worldwide in fund management, investment and asset management, banking and real estate advisory firms.
Property Investment Theory - A. Macleary 2003-09-02
This up-to-date reference on property investment highlights the problems with existing techniques of
property valuation and appraisal and identifies possible ways forward for both research and practice.
The Income Approach to Property Valuation - Andrew Baum 2012-04-27
This classic text has been updated to meet the needs of today’s students. It has been revised in line with the
2011 seventh edition of the RICS Valuation Standards and covers the latest valuation techniques including
the important area of investment appraisals. It will help readers understand the complex world of property
valuation, in particular: how to analyze market rents and sales prices to derive market evidence to support
an opinion of market value the investment method of valuation and how it’s applied in practice how specific
legal factors can impact on market value when they interfere with market forces what the market and the
profession may consider to be the ‘right’ methodology in today’s market place how to use spreadsheets in
valuation. This new edition places a particular emphasis on investment valuations and the impact of
landlord and tenant relationships on value. The text has always been well regarded for its clear
explanations of the maths behind valuations, and practical examples are provided to illustrate the valuation
techniques used today for property investments, property developments and properties valued with
reference to their business profits.
Sustainable Urban Development Volume 3 - Ron Vreeker 2009-01-21
The third volume of the Sustainable Urban Development Series outlines the BEQUEST toolkit that helps
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link protocol with the assessment methods currently available for evaluating the sustainability of urban
development. It details the decision support mechanisms developed for users of the system to guide them in
selecting the appropriate assessment methods for a variety of evaluations. This book provides case studies
drawn from locations across Europe, and also provides best practice examples demonstrating those
protocols that planners, property developers and design and construction professionals have followed, and
how they have selected the assessment methods they need to best evaluate the sustainability of cities,
districts, neighbourhoods and buildings.
Principles of Property Investment and Pricing - Will Fraser 1993-11-11
This book is a comprehensive analysis of property investment and the market's determination of
commercial property values and investment performance. The author examines the economic forces that
operate in the property market by placing property in the context of the overall investment market and the
local, national and international economies. Relevant concepts and principles of economics, investment and
finance are identified; these are then used to explain the operation of the property market and property
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price determination. The text begins with a study of the stock market, identifying the principles and forces
which explain the price determination of stocks and shares. These principles are then applied to
commercial property investments and a simple theory is developed. The three major sectors of the property
market (letting, development and investment) are then analysed in depth, and the pricing theory is
reviewed. After an examination of the influence of government intervention, the subject is synthesised by
detailed studies of three of the most turbulent periods in the history of the post Second World War property
market in the UK. In this second edition, both the text and illustrative examples have been updated. The
theory of the market's determination of rental values and yields have been substantially revised and
developed. A new chapter, discussing the 1980s property boom and the 1990s collapse, has been added.
Property Valuation - D. Scarrett 2002-09-26
An introductory, first year text on property valuation with a clear, well-defined structure based around the
five valuation methods.
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